
 
Materials 

- Skewer 
- Sponge 
- Pour soap transparent sweat free 500 g 
- Large measuring cup (1 L) 
- Wooden stirrer  
- Wax cord 2,0 mm (1 m) 
- Fragrance oil for pour soap 

 
Materials: 

- With the skewer you can create a little hole in the sponge, which is just big enough for the 
wax cord.  

- Thread the sponge on the cord. Tie a knot so you can hang it later on.    
- Cut the base soap in little blocks and put them in the measuring cup. Let the soap melt in a 

microwave (pour temperature is 55 to 60 degrees Celsius). It is important that the soap does 
not boil and that you cover the measuring cup to lose as little moisture as possible.  

- Add (to your own desire) fragrance oil to the soap (do not exceed the 3%). 
- Stir the soap and fragrance oil. 
- Immerse the sponge completely in the soap. (Please note: the soap is hot) 
- Leave the sponge in the measuring cup with soap for a while, so the soap can fully attach to 

the sponge. Do not leave the sponge in the cup for too long to ensure an equal layer of soap 
around the sponge. Regularly turn the sponge and use the spoon to cover any missed spots 
with soap.   

- Remove the sponge from the measuring cup and hang to dry. In this step it is important to 
turn the sponge regularly as well. (The sponge can drip) 

 
Tip 

- You can wrap the sponge as a present with some nice cellophane and ribbons. 
- It is possible to use colorants (colorant on water base or SQ-Mica). Please be aware that it 

affects the color of the sponge. 

Check MANUAL STARTER KIT SOAP SPONGES  

 2 sponges of choice … 

 Pour soap transparent sweat free Crystal LS (500 g)  

 Large measuring cup (1 L) 

 Wooden stirrer 

 Wax cord 2,0 mm (1 m) 

 Fragrance oil for pour soap 10 ml of choice … 

 Skewer 


